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ABSTRACT

The configuration of nuclear power plant structures, systems, and components
(SSCs) is controlled by licensed operators in accordance with a plant-specific
Operating License (OL) and Technical Specifications (TS). The OL and TS specify
the actions to be taken when a license condition or a TS limiting condition for
operation (LCO) is not satisfied.

From time to time, an operating plant may experience an unanticipated, temporary
non-compliance that could cause the plant to incur more risk by shutting down due
the expiration of a LCO time limit than it would incur from continued operation In
such cases, enforcing the license condition or technical specification may not be
appropriate, and, for these cases, the NRC Inspection Manual provides for a specific
type of enforcement discretion known as a Notice of Enforcement Discretion
(NOED).

As stated in the NRC Inspection Manual (Part 9900, Technical Guidance,
Operations - Notices of Enforcement Discretion), "When a NOED is issued, it is
recognized that the operating license will be violated, but the NRC is exercising its
discretion to not enforce compliance with the operating license for a specified time
period." The Inspection Manual requires that the NRC staff conclude that a request
for a NOED does not involve any "net increase in radiological risk." This involves
comparing the risk of continued operation under a NOED with the transition risk
associated with license condition or LCO compliance (i.e., plant shutdown and
restart, including any benefits attributable to compensatory measures.

The purpose of this white paper is to describe the technical considerations
associated with the qualitative determination of the net risk when comparing
continued operation under a NOED with plant shutdown (and subsequent restart)
in compliance with a license condition or technical specification. This paper draws
upon:

* experience from past NOEDs,
* insights from plant-specific and generic PRA analyses, and
* existing plant programs, processes, and procedures.
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Assessing the Net Risk Associated With Notices
Of Enforcement Discretion (NOEDs)

1.0 Issue Description

From time to time, an operating plant may experience an unanticipated, temporary
non-compliance that could cause the plant to incur more risk by shutting down due
the expiration of a LCO time limit than it would incur from continued operation In
such cases, enforcing the license condition or technical specification may not be
appropriate, and the NRC Inspection Manual provides for a specific type of
enforcement discretion known as a Notice of Enforcement Discretion (NOED). The
Inspection Manual requires that the NRC staff conclude that a request for an
NOED does not involve any "net increase in radiological risk." This involves
comparing the risk of continued operation under an NOED with the transition risk
associated with license condition or LCO compliance (i.e., plant shutdown and
restart, including any benefits attributable to compensatory measures.)

2.0 Problem Statement

In general, licensees do not have detailed models of transition and shutdown risks
for their plants. As a result, quantitative shutdown risk assessments are difficult to
perform, and licensees do not consistently addressed shutdown conditions when
assessing the net increase in radiological risk involved with plant-specific requests
for enforcement discretion.

3.0 NRC Guidelines

NRC Inspection Manual (Part 9900: Technical Guidance, Operations - Notices of
Enforcement Discretion, November 2, 2001, page 3, section 2.1), states that,
"Granting this type of an NOED [regular NOED] shall not involve any net increase
in radiological risk. Licensees may satisfy this requirement by providing at least a
qualitative risk assessment in support of the NOED request that considers any
benefits of compensatory measures, as appropriate, and any identifiable risk
attendant to complying with the TS action statement with degraded equipment."
Inspection Manual 9900 (page 8, section 4) also states that a licensee's request for
enforcement discretion should address, among other things, "The safety basis for
the request, including an evaluation of the safety significance and potential
consequences of the proposed course of action. This evaluation should include at
least a qualitative risk assessment using both risk insights and informed
judgments, as appropriate."
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The opportunity for public involvement is limited due to the emergent nature of the
conditions that trigger the need for a NOED. Therefore, to offset the fact that the
process does not involve all stakeholders, the NRC Inspection Manual specifies that
a NOED must not involve any net risk increase in radiological risk. However, it is
important to recognize that the public was involved in the rulemaking process that
led to the codification of current processes for evaluating and managing plant risk
levels in accordance with 10 CFR 50.65. Through the rulemaking process, all
stakeholders have had an opportunity to comment on:

* entry into Technical Specification action statements, which may involve
an increase in risk,

* the acceptability of risk levels associated with normal plant operations
compared to entry into technical specification action statements,

* the acceptability of risks associated with actions required by Technical
Specifications (i.e., requiring plant shutdown upon expiration of the time
allowed), and

* the adequacy of licensee programs that implement 10 CFR 50(a)(4),
including compensatory measures incorporated into those programs to
control associated risk factors.

Therefore, the assessment of the net risk of operating under a NOED must account
for license conditions (e.g., Technical Specifications) and regulatory requirements
(e.g., the maintenance rule) that apply to the condition and associated limitations
and compensatory measures.

4.0 Current Licensee Practices

In general, a licensee will include a brief statement in the NOED request to the
effect that, based on a qualitative or partially quantitative assessment, risk is
greater if the unit is transitioned to shutdown and then restarted than if the unit
remains operating with the degraded condition and compensatory action in place.

The rationale sometimes used is that the risk associated with operating in the
degraded condition combined with compensatory measures is essentially the same
as operating without the degraded condition. The risk associated with (1) transition
to shutdown, (2) a period of shutdown operation, and (3) plant restart are
considered greater than the risk of normal operation, such that an NOED would not
involve a net increase in risk.

In other cases, plants have compared the risk of continued operation with a
degraded condition (plus compensatory measures) with the risk allowed for plant
maintenance or modification. Again, if the risk of continued operation is found to be
within the risk allowed for maintenance/modification activities, then it can be
concluded that an NOED would not involve a net increase in risk.
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5.0 Conclusions

Appendix A describes a mixed quantitative/qualitative approach for making a
qualitative conclusion about the net risk associated with a particular NOED
request. NEI recommends that NRC consider information in this White Paper
during its next revision of the Inspection Manual section on NOEDs.

The precise computation of net risk involves a variety of risk inputs and analysis
techniques, and a degree of realism that is difficult to achieve. The NRC and most
licensees do not have PRA models capable of calculating the numerical risk results
necessary for a fully quantitative assessment of a NOED condition. Nevertheless, it
is possible, using the insights described in Appendix A, to perform a simplified
evaluation to assess the net risk of a regular NOED.

When a NOED is requested for a relatively short duration (i.e., < 7 days) and the
condition is not associated with the function of long-term containment integrity, the
following steps should be performed:

1. Compute the incremental core damage probability (ICDP) and the
incremental large early release probability (ILERP) for the completion
time specified in the technical specifications, based on actual plant
configuration.

2. Compute the expected ICDP and ILERP for the completion time specified
in the technical specifications, based on planned plant configuration.

3. Compute the total ICDP and ILERP associated with the condition (i.e.,
sum steps 1 and 2).

4. If the total ICDP is less than 1.1x 10-5 and the total ILERP is less than
1.1x10-6, 'then the compensatory measures contained in the licensee's
programs are sufficient to justify a finding of no net risk increase because
the condition is within the risk envelope that is implied in the regulatory
requirements. (These ICDP/LERP thresholds consider the allowed
ICDP/ILERP for a planned configuration from Regulatory Guide 1.182,
plus a 10-6/10-7 incremental risk associated with the shutdown that would
be avoided as described in Section 3.5 of Appendix A.)

5. If the total ICDP or total ILERP exceeds the recommended value, a more
comprehensive assessment of risk would be necessary to justify no net
radiological risk increase.
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Considerations in Computing the Net Risk
Associated with Notices of Enforcement Discretion

(NOEDs)

1.0 Managing the Configuration of Structures, Systems, and
Components (SSCs)

1.1 Current Programs

The two primary programs for managing the configuration of plant SSCs are:

* plant-specific Technical Specifications, which are an Appendix to the
Operating License, and

* the Maintenance Rule, specifically 10 CFR 50.65(a)(4).

These programs are supplemented when necessary by the Notice of Enforcement
Discretion (NOED) process. The NOED process involves a comparison of the risk of
continued operation under a NOED with the combined transition risk of (a)
shutting down the reactor, (b) operating for some time period in a shutdown
condition, and (c) restarting the reactor. Continued operation under a NOED is
acceptable if the comparison shows there is no net increase in radiological risk
compared to shutting down and restarting the plant.

1.1.1 Technical Specifications

Plant-specific technical specifications set time limits ("allowed outage times") on
how long the plant can continue to operate with specified equipment out of service.
The allowed outage time, or AOT, is the amount of time needed to repair or restore
the equipment to service following discovery of a degraded or non-complying
condition. In general, AOTs, sometimes called "completion times" (CTs), are defined
based on deterministic considerations and engineering judgment, without the
benefit of risk analyses.

1.1.2 Maintenance Rule

During the 1990s, utilities began to use plant-specific PRA analyses as an input to
plan elective maintenance activities during AOT/CT periods allowed by technical
specifications. In July 1999, the NRC published a final rule (38 FR 38551) that
revised the Maintenance Rule (10 CFR 50.65) to codify a requirement to evaluate
the risks of maintenance activities. This revision added the following new
paragraph (a)(4) to the Maintenance Rule:
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10 CFR 50.65(a)(4)

Before performing maintenance activities (including but not limited to
surveillance, post-maintenance testing, and corrective and preventive
maintenance), the licensee shall assess and manage the increase in
risk that may result from the proposed maintenance activities. The
scope of the assessment may be limited to structures, systems, and
components that a risk-informed evaluation process has shown to be
significant to public health and safety.

The regulatory guidance for these evaluations is contained in Regulatory Guide
(RG) 1.182 [Reference 1]. RG 1.182 endorses Section 11 of NUMARC 93-01,
"Industry Guideline for Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear
Power Plants," [Reference 21. Section 11 of NUMARC 93-01 is entitled "Assessment
of Risk Resulting from Performance of Maintenance Activities." It was published on
February 11, 2000 to describe methods acceptable to the NRC for complying with
the provisions of 10 CFR 50.65(a)(4).

NUMARC 93-01 describes the considerations necessary to perform a regulatory
evaluation of plant risk. It provides quantitative guidelines for the evaluation of
incremental risk, and it describes the actions that should be taken to address
various levels of incremental plant risk.

The process for establishing AOTs or CTs and associated processes for evaluating
and managing plant risk levels were subject to public comment as part of the
normal rulemaking and license amendment processes.

1.2 The NOED Process

The Notice of Enforcement Discretion (NOED) process is designed to address
unanticipated temporary non-compliances with license conditions and technical
specifications. As stated in Reference 3, "When a NOED is issued, it is recognized
that the operating license will be violated, but the NRC is exercising its discretion
to not enforce compliance with the operating license for a specified time period." In
all cases, appropriate enforcement actions consistent with the NRC's Enforcement
Policy [Reference 4] must be considered for the root causes leading to the need for a
NOED.

The NRC staff expects to issue NOEDs infrequently. Even if circumstances dictate
that a plant should be shut down, refueling activities suspended, or plant startup
delayed, the NRC staff is under no obligation to issue a NOED. Any regulatory
decision to forego enforcement action is discretionary. A NOED is issued only if the
NRC staff is clearly satisfied that such action is warranted from a public health and
safety standpoint. Therefore, NOEDs are issued on a case-by-case basis,
considering plant-specific circumstances. If appropriate, the NRC staff performs a
qualitative risk assessment, in addition to the licensee's assessment, as an input to
its decision-making process.

2
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In practice, there are two types of NOEDs:

* "regular" NOEDs, and
* "severe weather-or other natural phenomena-related" NOEDs.

Regular NOEDs apply when verbatim compliance with a license condition or
technical specification could lead to unplanned transients that could adversely
affect the radiological health and safety of the public. Severe weather or other
natural phenomena-related NOEDs involve general (as opposed to only radiological)
public health and safety considerations, such as a need for power or increased grid
reliability.

NOEDs can be requested for any non-compliance with license conditions or
technical specifications. The discussion in this paper is limited to those conditions
that occur while the plant is at-power, and where a "regular" NOED is requested to
avoid a net increase in radiological risk associated with plant shutdown and restart.
In general, such conditions involve equipment that is expected to be out of service
for a period longer than the time allowed by the operating license.

Roughly 20 "regular" NOEDs are granted each year by the NRC associated with
conditions that would force a plant to shut down.

1.3 Evaluating Net Radiological Risk

The regulatory process for evaluating requests for a regular NOED typically
involves one licensee and one or more branches of the staff of the NRC Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR). The opportunity for public involvement is
limited due to the emergent nature of the conditions that trigger the need for a
NOED. Therefore, to offset the fact that the process does not involve all
stakeholders, the NRC Inspection Manual specifies that a NOED must not involve
any net risk increase in radiological risk. When there is more time available, the
normal license amendment process, or in some cases an emergency or exigent
amendment process, can be used. All license amendment processes offer an
opportunity for public notice and comment.

However, it is important to recognize that the public was involved in the
rulemaking process that led to the codification of current processes for evaluating
and managing plant risk levels in accordance with 10 CFR 50.65. Through the
rulemaking process, all stakeholders have had an opportunity to comment on:

* entry into Technical Specification action statements, which may involve an
increase in risk,

* the acceptability of risk levels associated with normal plant operations
compared to entry into technical specification action statements,

* the acceptability of risks associated with actions required by Technical
Specifications (i.e., requiring plant shutdown upon expiration of the time
allowed), and

3
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the adequacy of licensee programs that implement 10 CFR 50(a)(4), including
compensatory measures incorporated into those programs to control
associated risk factors.

Therefore, the assessment of the net risk of operating under a NOED must account
for license conditions (e.g., Technical Specifications) and regulatory requirements
(e.g., the maintenance rule) that apply to the condition and associated limitations
and compensatory measures. Section 2.0 below describes the inputs to the
assessment of net radiological risk.

4
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2.0 Contributors to Net Radiological Risk

To assess net risk, it is necessary to define the elements of the risk evaluation. This
section provides a high-level overview of the risk contributors that are relevant to
the assessment of net radiological risk, when comparing continued operation under
a NOED with the transition risk of shutdown/startup in accordance with a license
condition or technical specification.

2.1 Operation in a Technical Specification Action Statement

Entry into technical specification action statements may lead to an increase in risk.
For example when a piece of equipment is determined to be inoperable, the ability
of the plant to mitigate a design basis event may be degraded. The technical
specifications provide time limits for these configurations. The requirements of
paragraph (a)(4) of the Maintenance Rule, plus the implementing guidance in
Regulatory Guide 1.182 and Section 11 of NUMARC 93-01, address the utility
programs necessary to manage the associated risk.

Figure 1 is a simplified graph of the risk profile associated with entry into an action
statement. The risk level, R(T), represents core damage frequency (CDF), large
early release frequency (LERF), or some other risk measure. It has a minimum
level when all equipment is in service. This is commonly referred to as the "zero
maintenance" condition, Ro. When an action statement is entered, a completion
time is defined during which the affected equipment must be returned to an
operable condition. During that completion time, ATcr, the plant may be at an
elevated level of risk, Ri. The acceptability of the limited, temporary risk increase
during the time period of a technical specification action statement was subject to
stakeholder input during the public comment period that preceded the issuance of
each plant-specific operating license.

Figure 1
Risk Profile Due to Entry into a Technical Specification Action Statement

Ri.
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: <_ ATCT I'

. I
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* Incremental Risk During CT
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The incremental risk associated with a single action statement is shown as the
black region in Figure 1. When applied to core damage frequency, this area is
referred to as the incremental core damage probability (ICDP). The ICDP is the
product of the increase in core damage frequency and the duration of the condition.

ICDP = (Ri-Ro) x AT (Eq. 1)

where,

Ri= risk level for the condition, I,
Ro risk level for Zero Maintenance, and
AT = time in condition

For the case in Figure 1, the equation becomes:

ICDPcT = (Ri-Ro) x ATCT = (Ri-Ro) x (Tcr-To) (Eq. 2)

The simple example in Figure 1 applies when entry into the action statement is the
only plant activity underway that can impact risk. However, in practice a plant can
be in multiple action statements at the same time. Some technical specifications
explicitly preclude other conditions. In general, the technical specifications manage
either individual systems or a combination of systems within the same functional
area (for example, the operability of emergency diesel generators and offsite power
supplies are a combination that is explicitly controlled). Thus, the incremental risk
increase allowed by the technical specifications as a whole is greater than the
incremental risk increase from individual action statements. In effect, the technical
specifications imply an envelope of acceptable risk. The diagonal-hatched region of
Figure 2 represents the envelope that corresponds to the action statement shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 2
Risk Envelope Allowed by a Technical Specification Action Statement
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In practice, it is not feasible to define either the envelope for each action statement
or the limiting envelope. Table 1 provides an example of the risk implications of
concurrent action statements for a representative PW`R. In this example, core
damage frequency (CDF) is used as a surrogate metric for radiological risk.
Depending on the condition of interest, core damage frequency, large early release
frequency, or some other risk metric may apply when evaluating net risk
implications.

Table 1
Example Incremental Risk Analysis for Configurations

Allowed Within a PWRs Technical Specification

Incremental Core
Damage

Plant Configuration Incremental Probability
Configuration CDF CDF (ICDP)

Zero Maintenance 4.1E-05/yr

Only RHR-B OOS 8.7E-05/yr 4.6E-05/yr 8.8E-07

Only AFW-B OOS 1.7E-04/yr 1.3E-04/yr (for 3 day CT)

RHR-B & AFW-B 4.1E-06
00S 4.7E-04/yr 4.3E-04/yr (3 days with both

(Allowed by TS) OOS, 7 days total)

In Table 1, the risk increase associated with the unavailability of two systems
controlled by two different action statements is evaluated. For this plant, the core
damage frequency (CDF) for the zero maintenance case is roughly 4.1E-5/yr. When
the Train 'B' RHR pump (RHR-B) is out of service (OOS), the plant enters the
associated technical specification action statement, which has a completion time of
7 days. With just the RHR-B pump OOS, the plant CDF increases by more than a
factor of 2 to roughly 8.7E-5/yr. If the Train 'B' AFW pump (AFW-B) is OOS, the
plant enters that associated technical specification action statement with a
completion time of 3 days. With just the AFW-B pump OOS, the plant CDF
increases over the zero maintenance case by more than a factor of 4 to roughly 1.7E-
4/yr. Note that each action statement has its own associated completion time. The
technical specifications allow entry into both action statements concurrently. Given
concurrent entry, the plant CDF increases over the zero maintenance case by a
factor of nearly 12 to roughly 4.7E-4/yr. Thus, the risk envelope for both action
statements extends to at least 4.7E-4/yr. This condition would be allowed for up to
three days, if the duration of the action statements completely overlap.

7
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The last column of Table 1 shows the incremental core damage risk increase (i.e.,
above the baseline zero maintenance case) associated with operating for the allowed
completion time, based on Equation 1.

This example evaluates a single instance of coincident activities. Multiple activities
such as testing and maintenance of other equipment could result in even higher
core damage frequencies.

2.2 The Role of Configuration Risk Management

The fact that technical specifications allow an undefined risk envelope was one
reason for promulgating the requirements of 10 CFR 50.65(a)(4). The risk
monitoring approach described in Section 11 of NUMARC 93-01 has been
implemented by all plants as a means to assure that controls and compensatory
measures are in place to limit the risk from multiple concurrent activities.

Figure 3 includes the following quantitative guidance from NUMARC 93-01 on the
management of plant risks within the technical specifications.

Figure 3
NUMARC 93-01 Guidelines on For Risk Management within Tech Specs

1. The configuration -specific CDF should be considered in evaluating
the risk impact of the planned maintenance configuration.
Maintenance configurations with a configuration-specific CDFin
excess of 103/year should be carefully considered before
voluntarily entering such conditions. If such conditions are
entered, it should be for very short periods of time and only with a
clear detailed understanding of which events cause the risk level.

2. ICDP and ILERP, for a specific planned configuration, may be
considered as follows with respect to establishing risk
management actions:

ICDP ILERP
> 106 - configuration should not > 106

normally be entered
voluntarily

j06 - 1765 - assess non quantifiable factors 107 - 106

- establish risk management
actions

< 106 -normal work controls < 107

8
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This guidance provides four relevant insights with respect to the acceptability of
risk levels within the technical specifications:

* two means of evaluating the risk of a plant configuration are:
(1) configuration-specific risk level (e.g., CDF/LERF), and
(2) incremental probability (e.g., incremental core damage probability -

ICDP, or incremental large early release probability - ILERP),
* configuration-specific risk level that should not be exceeded is 10-3/yr,
* ICDP/ILERP levels that should not be exceeded are 10-5 and 10-6,

respectively, and
* risk management actions are expected to be taken to avoid these risk levels.

Risk management actions may include:

* actions to provide increased risk awareness and control,
* actions to reduce duration of maintenance activity,
* actions to minimize magnitude of risk increase, and
* a final action threshold such that risk significant configurations are not

normally entered voluntarily.

Returning to the example case described in Table 1, the licensee's maintenance rule
program pursuant to 10 CFR 50.65(a)(4) requires specific compensatory actions for
each of these conditions. For individual action statements (i.e., only the RHR or
AFW pump OOS, plant operators are informed that a condition exists with an
increased risk level. The effort to restore the out-of-service pump is performed
around the clock to minimize the time in the elevated risk condition. The case with
both the RHR and AFW 'B' pumps out of service is not permitted without a
comprehensive contingency plan, including specific compensatory measures to
reduce risk levels and minimize the time in the condition. The contingency plan is
subject to senior management approval. The compensatory measures provided
within the licensee's maintenance program control the risks well within the
envelope allowed by technical specifications.

Figure 4 shows how compensatory measures included in the risk management
program provide margin to the risk envelope in Table 1.

9
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Figure 4
Example of Impact of Compensatory Measures within Technical Specifications

Example of Risk Envelope Allowed By Tech Specs
_- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

I Compensatory Actions I
. (i.e., Risk Management) - .

U-
0
0

mm . .U 0 -E
RHR-B AFW-B RHR-B & AFW-B

7 days 3 days 7 days

Thus, while entry into a technical specification action statement may lead to an
increase in risk level, the compensatory measures incorporated into the risk
management programs that are employed today at U.S. nuclear power plants
provide assurance that substantial margin is maintained between the risk level of
the operating plant and the risk envelope associated with the operating license and
technical specifications.

2.3 Continued Operation under a NOED.

When a plant situation merits a NOED request, an obvious byproduct is operation
at an elevated risk level for a period of time beyond that originally allowed for by
technical specifications. In this case, the plant operator may choose to comply with
the technical specifications by directing the plant to be shutdown if corrective action
cannot be completed within the allowed outage time (AOT), or the plant operator
can request a NOED to allow continued operation at-power with the equipment out
of service. The risk associated with continued operation during the period covered
by the NOED is the subject of this section.

Figure 5 is a simplified graph of the risk profile for a NOED case. The diamond-
hatched region shows the risk increment attributable to the NOED. Since technical
specification completion times vary from system to system, and the conditions
requiring a NOED can vary, the relative durations and risk increments of the two
periods can be different as well.

10
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Figure 5
Risk Profile for a NOED Involving Expiration of the Completion Time
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The ICDP can be computed for the NOED period, ATNOED, using Equation 1.

Depending on the condition requiring the NOED, it may be possible to take
additional risk management actions to reduce the incremental risks, such as actions
taken in accordance with the licensee's Maintenance Rule program. Such actions
can reduce both the duration and the magnitude of the elevated risk condition,
thereby reducing the incremental risk incurred. In some cases, the risk benefit of
such actions is straightforward to quantify. In others the quantitative benefit of
some actions, while appropriate, may be difficult to quantify using the current risk
analysis techniques [Reference 5].

2.4 Transition Risk

The technical specifications define the time (i.e., completion time) the plant is
allowed to be in a given configuration. When equipment operability cannot be
restored prior to expiration of the completion time, the technical specifications
generally direct the plant operator to shutdown within a certain number of hours
(usually 6 to 8 hours).

Figure 6 is a simplified graph of the risk profile associated with transition to plant
shutdown in accordance with technical specifications. The transition to a shutdown
condition includes several discrete incremental increases in plant risk. The first
increment is the risk associated with the time allowed for shutdown. During this
time, TStDs the elevated risk condition remains. Although the plant is in the
process of shutting down and core power levels are dropping, the plant and system
response required if an initiating event were to occur are essentially unchanged.
This risk increment is shown as the region filled by horizontal lines.
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Figure 6
Risk Profile Transition to Plant Shutdown
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During the shutdown there is an additional incremental risk increase associated
with the power reduction and transition to shutdown. This is due to the fact that
the process of shutting down requires taking the plant from a steady state condition
at power through a transition to plant shutdown. There are two main contributors
to this incremental risk. The first relates to the shutdown process itself. The
process of shutting down requires systems that had been in standby during power
operation to start and operate (i.e., those systems required for shutdown). This
process also includes a number of operator actions, which if performed incorrectly
could create a challenge to plant systems. Thus, the act of shutting down incurs
some risk.

The second contributor to transition risk is the risk associated with an unplanned
scram during shutdown. According to one reference [Reference 6], there is
approximately a 2% chance that this transition will lead to an inadvertent scram.
Based on an industry annual average scram rate of approximately one per plant per
year, the normal plant scram likelihood during an equivalent 8 hour period is
approximately 0.1% ({1 trip/yr - 8760 hrs/yr}x 8 hrs). Thus, the shutdown results
in a factor of 20 increase in the likelihood of a scram during that period.

These two incremental risk increases, which add to the overall risk level during the
shutdown period, are shown as the crosshatched region in Figure 6. Most shutdown
analyses have concluded that the risk levels during shutdown are less than the at-
power risk levels, unless key shutdown safety equipment is involved in the
condition. However, even if the risk level is lower during shutdown (as shown in
Figure 6), the equipment that is out of service may lead to increased risk after the
plant has shutdown (TSD), thereby resulting in an incremental increase in
shutdown risk during the remaining time out of service (i.e., until unit restoration
activities are complete, TEXIT). Regardless of the risk levels, the total risk during
the shutdown period includes both the incremental risk associated with the out-of-
service equipment plus the incremental risk associated with the shutdown condition
(shown as the lightly hatched region). The total risk during the shutdown period
must be included because the shutdown period simply offsets the operating period
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by the length of the shutdown period. That is, the plant may be at a lower level of
risk than during at-power conditions, but the period of at-power operation that
would have occurred can still occur during the remainder of the operating cycle.
Therefore, the total risk during shutdown is a contributor to the assessment of net
risk.

Similar to the discussion in Section 2.1, the incremental risk increase allowed by
the technical specifications is much greater than the incremental risk of an
individual action statement that leads to shutdown. The envelope of acceptable risk
that is implied by the technical specifications for the transition to shutdown period
is shown by the diagonally hatched region of Figure 7.

Figure 7
Risk Profile Transition to Plant Shutdown
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Here again, the licensee's Maintenance Rule program provides compensatory
measures such that the risk levels are maintained acceptably low.

2.5 Return to Power Operation

The plant will restart after restoration activities are completed and the plant exits
the technical specification action statement. Similar to the shutdown process, this
period introduces an incremental increase in risk due to the potential for a plant
trip during the power ascension phase. This risk contributor has been studied less
than others; nevertheless, it represents an increase in risk that is due to the
requirement to shutdown. Figure 8 is a simplified graph of the entire risk profile
associated with complying with a technical specification requirement to shutdown,
including the risk during the completion time, the risk during the transition to
shutdown, the risk during shutdown, and the risk during transition to power
operation. The crosshatched region identifies the specific increment associated with
the return to power operation.
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Figure 8
Risk Profile Associated with Technical Specification Compliance
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3.0 The Net Risk Equation

The preceding sections describe the risk increments that contribute to the net risk
associated with a NOED request. These contributors include:

* the risk of operating during a NOED period

- compared to -

* the transition risk during plant shutdown,
* the risk during the period the plant is shutdown, and
* the transition risk due to subsequent plant startup.

In addition, as discussed in NRC Inspection Manual Part 9900, the risk benefit of
compensatory measures should be accounted for in the assessment of net risk.

These factors can be assembled in a generalized equation of net risk:

RNET = IRNOED - [IRT-sD + IRSD + IRT-su] - IRcoip (Eq. 3)

Where,

RNET = Net change in risk
IRNOED = Incremental risk occurring during NOED period
IRT-sD = Incremental transition risk during plant shutdown
IRSD = Incremental risk during the period the plant is shutdown
IRT-su = Incremental transition risk due to subsequent plant
startup
IRcomp= Incremental risk benefit of compensatory measures within

the technical specification envelope

"No net risk" is demonstrated if the result of this equation is less than or equal to
zero.

This equation uses the general term "risk." The NRC Inspection Manual refers to
the net increase in "radiological risk." In performing probabilistic risk analyses, it
is common practice to compute both core damage frequency (CDF) and large early
release frequency (LERF). These two metrics are considered generally acceptable
for assessing radiological risk, because core damage is required for a radiological
release to occur and large early release has been shown to be an effective surrogate
for the health risk to offsite populations. In some instances, additional risk metrics
may be useful. For example, CDF and LERF may not be sufficient to evaluate the
loss of systems that support containment heat removal functions that could affect
long-term containment integrity. For the purpose of illustration, this section
discusses risk in terms of CDF. However, the expectation is that, at a minimum,
CDF and LERF are the two risk metrics to be applied in a NOED situation. The
principles and thought processes described here apply to any risk metric employed.
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3.1 Risk of Operation during the NOED Time Period

The first component of net risk is the incremental risk incurred during a NOED
period. This is the risk increase associated with continued operation in the
condition requiring enforcement discretion. The analysis of plant risk at-power is
well studied and generally well understood. Most licensees quantify the risk of
normal operation as part of their Maintenance Rule program. Quantification of the
risk associated with a NOED is an extension of this common practice.

Using core damage frequency (CDF) as an example, the incremental risk associated
with a NOED can be shown as:

IRNOED = ICDPNOED = (CDFNOED-CDFO) X ATNOED (Eq.
4)

where,
ICDPNOED = the incremental core damage probability from NOED condition,
CDFNOED = core damage frequency in NOED condition,
CDFo = core damage frequency for zero maintenance condition, and
ATNOED = duration of the NOED condition (from the end of the technical

specification completion time to the time the condition is to be
resolved).

Several factors should be considered when evaluating IRNOED:

* In Equation 4, CDFNOED is shown as a single value for the entire NOED
period. In practice, the computed CDF may change over the NOED period
due to variations in plant configuration or other conditions. In these cases,
the ICDP of each discrete period of constant CDF should be calculated and
the total ICDP computed by summing the individual ICDPs for all periods
within the NOED.

* Credit for specific compensatory measures related to the plant condition can
be included in the computation of CDF/LERF during the NOED period.
However, every effort should be made to quantify realistically the benefit of
these measures because qualitative assessments have been shown in some
instances to overstate the potential benefit of some compensatory measures
[Reference 5]. Examples of quantifiable compensatory measures include
system re-configuration, system re-alignment, human error reduction due to
dedicated operators, etc. Sensitivity studies can be an effective tool in
evaluating where compensatory measures can be beneficial in reducing risk.

* Similarly, planned conditions should be considered in the computation of risk
during a NOED. For example, if other maintenance is planned during the
NOED period, the risk impact of that maintenance should be evaluated in the
computation of the risk during the NOED. If it can be shown that
maintenance activities do not have any interaction (i.e., synergy) with the
NOED condition, then those risks can be excluded as they are not related to
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the NOED request. For example, at a typical Combustion Engineering (CE)
plant, the only function of the low pressure safety injection (LPSD) pumps is
to mitigate large loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs), and the function of the
auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pumps is to remove decay heat from the reactor
coolant system (RCS) via the steam generators. In a large LOCA, the steam
generators do not remove decay heat, because the RCS is breached and the
decay heat is transferred to the containment. In this case, if a NOED was
being requested for the LPSI system, the risk impact of an AFW pump being
out of service during the NOED period need not be considered. On the other
hand, if a portion of the high pressure safety injection (HPSI) system, which
also has a function to mitigate large LOCAs, was to be out of service during
the NOED period, then it must be considered in the assessment of the
incremental risk increase.

* The longer the requested NOED period, the harder it may be to predict the
expected risk levels. For example, external plant conditions such as severe
weather can occur which can impact the likelihood of certain initiating
events. Predictions beyond a week are more difficult to support
quantitatively in the NOED process.

In general, licensees have sufficient experience, tools, and expertise to perform a
realistic evaluation of the risks during a NOED period.

3.2 Transition Risk without a NOED

3.2.1 Risk during the Sbutdown Transition

Risk contributors associated with the transition to plant shutdown have received
less quantitative analysis than other risk contributors. As discussed in Section 2.4,
there are three primary contributors to the risk associated with the transition to a
shutdown condition. On the basis of core damage frequency, these contributors can
be described as follows:

IRT-sD = ICDPT-sD + ICDPTrip-SD + CCDPT-sD (Eq. 5)

Where,

ICDPT.SD = incremental core damage probability of continued operation
during the controlled shutdown ((CDFi-CDFo) x ATsD)

ICDPTrip-SD = incremental core damage probability due to a plant trip during
controlled shutdown

CCDPT-SD = conditional core damage probability given the plant is shutdown
(i.e., the probability of failing to achieve a safe condition when
plant is shutdown)

The incremental core damage probability of transition operation during shutdown,
ICDPT-sD, is associated with the fact that the plant continues to operate at a
decreasing power level during the shutdown period. During that time, various
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initiating events could challenge plant systems. This is essentially identical to the
calculation done for the ICDP for the NOED period, except the condition only lasts
as long as it takes to shutdown (ATSD), generally 6 to 8 hours.

The incremental core damage probability due to a plant trip during shutdown,
ICDPTrip-SD, is associated with the fact that the shutdown increases the potential for
an unplanned trip. The declining power levels during the shutdown remove the
plant from steady state operation at full power and increase the likelihood of an
automatic scram.

The conditional core damage probability given the plant is shutting down, CCDPT-
SD, is the probability that a safe condition is not maintained during shutdown. The
shutdown itself requires systems to change state and operate in order to fulfill
shutdown safety functions. This challenge is established by the decision to
shutdown, thus it is simply the conditional probability that core damage occurs
during the shutdown.

Several factors should be considered when evaluating the risk during the shutdown
transition:

* Because this incremental risk is used as an offset to NOED risk in the net
risk equation, care must be taken to avoid over-conservatism. Computing a
too conservative transition to shutdown risk (i.e., one that over-states the
risk) would lead to underestimating the net risk.

* Various plant-specific and generic studies of transition risk have found that
the risk level can be a strong function of the plant condition requiring
shutdown. An obvious example is the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system in
PWRs. Shutting down the plant creates a demand on the AFW system. If
AFW being out of service is the reason for the shutdown, the act of shutting
down will have increased risk due to the unavailability of an important
shutdown safety system. This could impact the assessment of all three
elements of IRT-sD.

* When all equipment is available, plant-specific and generic studies of
transition risk [Reference 7, 8] have identified that the transition risks for
ICDPTrip-sD and CCDPT-sD are approximately 1x10-7 to 3x10-7. As discussed
above, when key equipment is unavailable, these values could be higher.

* These incremental risks must exclude any risk that would have resulted if
the plant continued to operate. Specifically, in the assessment of the
conditional core damage probability given the plant is shutting down, CCDPT-
SD, it is common to find scenarios
(i.e., cutsets) that include failure of support systems that, if they had occurred
during power operation, would also have caused core damage. For example,
it is common to see loss of both 4kV electrical busses or loss of all service
water scenarios in the CCDP calculation. If these losses occur at power, they
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can lead to core damage. Since the focus is on the incremental risk, they
must be excluded.

* Similarly, compensatory measures can be an effective means to reduce the
risk associated with plant shutdown. Consequently, to minimize the
potential to overstate the transition risk (and likewise understate the net
risk), compensatory measures should be evaluated for the transition case.

* The assessment of risk associated with the declining-power period during
shutdown (ICDPT-sD) should consider the issues identified in Section 3.1.

Some PRAs include an "initiating event" for manual shutdown. When used as a tool
for assessing transition risk, care must be taken to avoid over-conservatisms in the
evaluations described above.

3.2.2 Risk While Shutdown

Risks associated with the shutdown period have been quantitatively analyzed at
some plants. In general, these studies have found that risk levels while shutdown
are less than those at power, but they are not negligible. As discussed in Section
2.5, there are two primary contributors to the risk associated with the shutdown
condition. On the basis of core damage frequency, these contributors can be
described as follows:

IRsD = CDPsD + ICDPOOS-SD (Eq. 6)

where,

CDPSD = core damage probability during shutdown, and

ICDPoos-sD = incremental core damage probability due to the out of service
equipment during the shutdown period.

The core damage probability during shutdown, CDPsD, is the total probability of
core damage during the period the plant is shutdown. This value is obtained by
integrating the risk level over the entire shutdown period. Equation 6 recognizes
that shutdown risk includes the incremental core damage probability due to the out
of service equipment during the shutdown period, ICDPOOS-SD. This incremental
risk is incurred if the plant is shutdown with equipment out of service. Until the
equipment is restored, the elevated risk level during the shutdown period
contributes to the overall risk.

Several factors to consider in the evaluation of risk while shutdown are:

* Incremental risk offsets NOED risk in the net risk equation; therefore, care
must be taken to avoid over-conservatism. An over-conservative transition to
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shutdown risk (i.e., one that over-states the risk) would underestimate net
risk.

* Compensatory measures can be an effective means to reduce the risk while
shutdown. Consequently, to minimize the potential to overstate transition
risk (and likewise understate net risk), compensatory measures should be
evaluated for the transition case.

3.2.3 Risk during the Startup Transition

Risk associated with the transition to power operation has received less
quantitative analysis than other risk contributors. In addition, these risks can be
condition-specific or plant-specific. In general, both plant-specific and generic
analyses have found the transition to power to be a small contributor to risk,
especially since the return to power is accomplished after inoperable equipment is
returned to service.

As with other risk tradeoffs, if this contributor is quantified, the following should be
considered when evaluating the risk during a startup transition:

* This incremental risk is used to offset NOED risk in the net risk equation;
therefore, care must be taken to avoid over-conservatism. An over-
conservative transition-to-startup risk (i.e., one that over-states the risk)
would lead to underestimating the net risk.

3.3 Compensatorv Measures

The final element of the net risk equation is the incremental risk benefit of
compensatory actions, IRcomp. NRC Inspection Manual Part 9900 explicitly
includes consideration of compensatory measures in the assessment of net risk. As
discussed in Section 2, the technical specifications and the maintenance program
control risk levels. All stakeholders had the opportunity to comment during the
promulgation of these requirements. As part of the implementation of the
Maintenance Rule (10 CFR 50.65(a)(4)), all licensees monitor and manage plant risk
levels associated with surveillances, post-maintenance testing, and corrective and
preventive maintenance. In the case of the NOED condition discussed in this paper,
these activities would be controlled by these programs.

As discussed in Section 2.2 and shown in Figure 3, the risks allowed under
configuration risk management programs are controlled by two risk measures:

* the incremental risk associated with the configurations (e.g., ICDP<10-5,
ILERP<10.6), and

* configuration-specific risk level (e.g., CDF<10-3/yr).

These quantitative guidelines provide the basis for assessing compensatory actions.
The plant license and associated regulations (i.e., 10 CFR 50.65) establish the
process for assessing the envelope of acceptable operation. Licensee programs
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control risk within this envelope via programmatic controls, i.e., compensatory
measures. Thus, Regulatory Guide 1.182 guidance (described in Section 2.2) can be
used to compute the worth of compensatory measures.

Core damage frequency is the risk metric of interest in the following discussion;
however, the process applies equally to large early release frequency, or any other
risk metric.

Equation 1 defines a general approach to the calculation of incremental risk of a
plant configuration. For a condition such as a NOED, more than one unique plant
configuration may be entered during the condition. When this occurs, the ICDP of
each discrete period of constant CDF (i.e., unique plant configuration) should be
calculated and the total ICDP computed by summing the individual ICDPs for all
periods. For the NOED case, there are two components to the incremental risk
associated with the condition:

* the ICDP(s) for the time period within the completion time (Equation 2), and
* the ICDP(s) for the NOED time period (Equation 4).

The sum of these ICDPs represents the incremental risk associated with the
condition requiring the NOED.

These risks are offset by the incremental risk allowed under the Maintenance Rule
(a)(4) program. For CDF, this corresponds to an incremental core damage
probability (ICDP) for the period of 10-5 (see Figure 3).

From these values, it is possible to compute the incremental risk benefit of
compensatory actions:

IRcomrp = 10-5 - [ICDPCT + ICDPNOED] (Eq. 7)

In practice, the ICDPs computed for most technical specification completion times
and NOED conditions are less than 10-5 [Reference 5]. Furthermore, the 1O-5 ICDP
guideline endorsed by the NRC is not a fixed limit. It is simply a limit to discourage
voluntary entry into conditions that exceed that value. Thus, the actual risk
envelope allowed by current license conditions and regulations is actually greater
than 1O-5. However, since a NOED request is voluntary on the part of a licensee,
using the 105 ICDP guideline as a means to assess the value of licensee programs
within the current regulatory framework is appropriate.

Another quantitative factor that could be considered is the configuration-specific
risk guideline of 10-3/yr. If a NOED request is not granted, the licensee could be
forced to shutdown. As discussed in Section 3.2, the risk level would increase
during that period due to the challenges introduced by the transition. If this limit is
applied to just the shutdown transition period (-8 hours), then it equates to an
incremental core damage probability associated with the shutdown of
approximately 10-6 (10-3/yr x {8 hrs 8760 hrs/yr}). Thus, the accepted incremental
risk for a transition required by technical specifications is on the order of 10-6. This
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same logic can be extended to include ILERP by reducing the ICDP value by a
factor of 10 to 1O-7, on the basis that other ICDP and ILERP guidelines are a factor
of 10 apart. When transition risk is computed explicitly, as described in Section 3.2,
it would not be appropriate to include a factor of 10 credit; however, if transition
risk is not quantified, a ICDP/ILERP risk benefit on the order of 10-6/10-7 is justified
by current licensing and regulatory programs.

If the above considerations are combined, the incremental core damage risk allowed
under the (a)(4) program and the incremental core damage risk allowed during the
transition is an incremental core damage probability (ICDP) of L.x10-5 (that is, 10 5

+ 10-6). From the LERF perspective, the incremental large early release probability
(ILERP) can be assumed to be one order of magnitude lower, or 1.1x10-6.
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4.0 Conclusions and Risk Insights

4.1 Conclusions

(1) There are clear risk tradeoffs to be considered in the evaluation of the net
risk associated with granting a NOED request.

(2) The assessment of risk during a technical specification completion time and
during a NOED is a well-understood analytical process.

(3) The PRA technology associated with transition and shutdown risk is less
mature than the risk analyses performed for the technical specification and
NOED conditions. Consequently, the uncertainties are large.

(4) It is a common practice to address uncertainties in risk analysis by including
some conservatism. However, if the net risk calculation is to be realistic, the
net risk reduction credits must not be quantified over-conservatively.

(5) All stakeholders, including the regulatory staff and the public, have had
input to the controls on plant configurations and plant risk-levels that
establish an envelope of safe operation for each plant condition (i.e., license
conditions, technical specifications, and federal regulations).

(6) The regulatory evaluation of a NOED request should include compensatory
measures implemented in accordance with regulatory requirements.

(7) The risk metrics endorsed by the NRC in Regulatory Guide 1.182 were
subject to stakeholder input and provide a basis for evaluating an acceptable
risk envelope.

4.2 Risk Insights

(1) When assessing net radiological risk, both CDF and LERF (and associated
metrics such as ICDP and ILERP) should be evaluated. In some cases, other
metrics may be needed (e.g., when the condition being evaluated does not
impact CDF & LERF, but could impact long-term containment integrity).

(2) When attempting to quantify net radiological risk it is appropriate to
consider compensatory actions for both the NOED case and the shutdown
case.
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